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Can A Christian Drug Rehab Center Help Me Overcome Addiction

There are countless ways a person with substance abuse can get help to overcome and beat drug addiction.

Aug. 25, 2009 - PRLog -- There are countless ways a person with substance abuse can get help to overcome
and beat drug addiction.  Some people mistakenly try to discontinue using drugs on their own, while others
try the tapering off method and step down dose and frequency of use.  Both of these methods are a surefire
way to relapse and truly do not work for the long-term.  This is why a Christian drug rehab center is so
important and the only true way a person can honestly recover from substance abuse problems.

Some people with substance abuse problems will best benefit from the treatment offered at a Christian drug
rehab center.  Either inpatient or outpatient programs are offered at faith-based treatment facilities.
 Depending upon many different factors, the best course of treatment will be determined after a medical
consultation and evaluation by trained rehabilitation specialists.  Christian-based drug treatment centers
have some of the highest success rates and have been helping people beat drug abuse for many years.

People who go through a faith-based treatment program are less likely to experience relapsing once
treatment is completed.  When someone chooses to use a secular treatment facility it may not be the best
option and cannot possibly offer the same things as a faith-based program.  Faith-based drug rehab
programs offer more in terms of spiritual fulfillment, emotional support and nurturing.  Few treatment
facilities can offer the many unique things that only come from having a Christian-based drug treatment
plan.

Some people mistakenly believe that a Christian drug rehab center is only welcoming to people of the
Christian faith.  The truth of the matter is that a faith-based treatment center welcomes people from all
walks of life who need help battling substance abuse.  A Christian-based treatment center opens its doors to
anyone who truly seeks to know God and win the battle against drug addiction.  

Christian drug treatment can offer an addict something in terms of Christianity and spirituality, two
components missing from secular treatment methods.  For those who have tried and failed at secular drug
treatment, a faith-based treatment program may hold the answers.  

A Christian drug rehab center will treat the patient using faith, prayer and hope, which will be different
when compared to a secular treatment program.  The staff at a faith-based rehab center will parlay faith and
Biblical teachings into the recovery and healing process for substance abuse treatment.  

The reaffirmation of religious beliefs, Biblical scripture, group therapy and many other factors will be used
in a Christian-based treatment program.  When considering other forms of treatment, many people come
back to a Christian drug rehab center because the care, warmth and support beneficial to a recovering
substance abuser.

Christian-based drug rehab centers are an essential tool in the journey to recovery for many people with
drug addiction problems.  Knowing God is ever-present and forgiving has allowed many going through
treatment to forgive themselves for the mistakes of the past.  Moving forward a faith-based treatment center
will do whatever possible to help a person achieve lifelong sobriety and a renewed faith in God.

Log on to http://www.integritywayflorida.com or http://www.transformationstreatment.com for more
information. Call today 888-469-8777
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Integrity Way offers a sober living environment for those recovering from drug addiction or alcoholism.
We offer our residents three bedroom and two and a half bath townhomes and or apartment homes. We are
located in the recovery capital Delray Beach
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